BIOMETRIC FINGERPRINT RFID GUARD PATROL TOUR MONITORING SYSTEM
(Product Code: Guard-Patrol)

Worried about your Security?

Use Biometric Guard Patrol System.

Features of Biometric Guard Patrol System

- 1.44 inch color LCD display
- Fingerprint authentication, accurate and convenient
- Robust design for shock resistant, anti-drop up to 1 meter
- IP64 rated waterproof and dustproof
- Low power consumption, Standby 7 days
- Sustainable work up to 12 hours

Application of Biometric Guard Patrol System

- Monitoring Security guards in society
- Monitoring Security guards in Companies
- Checking prisoner living areas
- Hospitals for Verification of patients being attended by nursing staff
- Monitoring staff working outside of normal business hours
- Monitoring guards in housing societies

### The advantages of Guard Patrol System are as follows:

- Guard Patrol system is based on fingerprint technology. Guard has to authenticate his finger before reading “Check Point”.
- This makes sure that each Guard does patrolling as duty assigned otherwise mismatch report will be generated.
- Traditional guard patrol system do not authenticate which security guard is doing patrolling.
- You may be paying for more Guards and will not be sure as to how many guards are actually on duty.
- Very powerful software to generate different reports.
- Works with eSSL Pull SDK, You can develop customized application.
- Suitable for Apartments, offices, factories etc.
- You will get better security with less number of Guards.